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Topic Area - Initial list of secure software development lifecycle standards, best practices, and other guidelines acceptable for the development of software for purchase by the federal government.

Background
As one of the world’s largest IT Management software producers, with over 300 products in our portfolio and 40,000 customers, Micro Focus has over forty years of experience with continuous improvement of software development lifecycle standards, best practices and reducing risks within our product to market (P2M) process. Our software is in use in every Federal CFO Act agencies and many of our products are used to manage IT infrastructure, networks and mission critical capability. We are a provider of DevOps, Cloud, IT Operations Management and Cyber Security offerings.

We are very interested in participating with this outreach request on helping achieve the goals outlined within the recent Presidential Executive Order (EO) and would like to present our current approach and methodology for reducing security risks within our P2M Process. Our hope is that we partner with NIST and collaborate to improve software supply chain risks capability as well as help propose viable solutions to current issues that require government sponsorship/support.

Our P2M Process
Several years ago, we aligned with Agile and DevOps practices and have established a common digital software factory that supports all our product development. Today this digital software factory process is supported by enterprise services that significantly reduce our supply chain risks by significantly reducing and in some cases eliminating threat vectors within our P2M process. For example, continuously strive to eliminate tools, work processes and manual tasks that local development teams performed during their unique software build process with common enterprise services. These common enterprise services are key to our ability to significantly reduce many of the threat vectors we have identified within our P2M process. Mainly, we limit a local development team’s ability to perform local tasks and have policies that mandates that our shared enterprise services that greatly reduce potential attack vectors for adversaries. When we started this effort several years ago, we had hundreds of software build products in use by our development teams, thousands of processes and very limited enterprise visibility into our P2M life-cycle. Today, we have rationalized our software build tool chain down to approximately a dozen core
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products. We produce over 2000 commercial product releases a year, currently scan between 10 and 20 million lines of code daily and have automated the major components within our P2M life-cycle to reduce errors, risk & improve quality. We believe that scale of our P2M capability is unprecedented and may be the world's largest and most comprehensive model and could be used as a benchmark for other organizations to be measured.

We have over a dozen enterprise services established, each with service and business owners that we continuously monitor, innovate and improve upon to further reduce supply chain risks within our P2M process and we continue to develop new services and common tools. For example, an insider threat capability, a software build kill chain, a common automation server, a CVE Tracker Service, Software Compliance and Dependency discovery, Machine Readable SBOM creation, etc. As one of the world’s largest software producers of IT Management tools we plan to productize many of these capabilities as offerings to complement our existing portfolio of offerings to help reduce software supply chain risks.

We have a list of recommended security controls that we would like to discuss that are organized by threat vectors for each of the high-level components in Figure 1. This list contains hundreds of security controls that we believe are a good start for NIST to consider as guidelines.

We also have concerns that we would like to communicate that we believe must be addressed. We are hoping that NIST will accept our offer to present to the working group so we can provide the complete list of security controls we are tracking/implimenting as well as all the potential concerns & issues. We welcome questions and input and look forward to helping government achieve improved software supply chain security.

**Partial List of Potential Concerns & Issues**

1. We believe NIST should limit transitive dependency requirements within the creation of an SBOM to one level. Tracking 3rd party SBOM’s and their dependencies is extremely difficult.
2. We no longer publish our SBOM on our website due to supply chain security concerns. We would welcome a machine readable SBOM format. Industry needs NIST to adopt a standard.
3. The current Free CVE/NVD solutions sponsored by government requires better alignment with SWIDs to support automation. We currently wrote our own CVE Tracker, and can provide assistance.
4. We believe further refinement of how/who must report SBOM within SaaS offerings is needed.
5. Open source tools that support software builds for IoC, Testing, security compliance, code coverage, etc. must be classified as “Critical”
6. We have concerns that open source vendors will not be able to meet new guidelines.